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ABSTRACT 
 

Security against hazard is a vital concern for everyone. In recent past years, some alarm 

systems and intelligent control apparatus has been designed and developed in order to 

increase safety in automobile system. This research work is focus on design and development 

of an automobile hazard alert system using different sensors. A glass breakage sensor which 

senses any breakage of screen in automobile; smoke detector sensor that sense smoke in case 

of fire outbreak; and airbag sensors that senses breakage of airbag during accident. These 

sensors send signals to the microcontroller which is connected to automatic dialer. A basic 

telephone unit is interface with dialer chip that sends call to the predefined numbers and a 

GPS module which sends the location of where and when hazard occur for timely response. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background to the study 

Security of automobile system when on motion, or stationary travel is primary concern for 

every automobile user. Automobile hazard includes any form of events or occurrences to an 

automobiles system that may be dangerous cause accidents or problems to the vehicle or it 

user or owner. This research work is focus on design of effective alarm system that can alert 

the relevant authorities or appropriate individual for taking prompt action when there is 

hazard to any vehicle during motion or when packed. This research work proposed the use of 

three sensors:  a glass breakage sensor that detects breakage of glass, airbag sensor that sense 

breakage of airbag during an accident; and smoke detector that detects any smoke due to fire.  

These sensors send a signal to the microcontroller which is connected to a dialer. A basic 

telephone unit is interfaced to the dialer chip that sends call to the predefined mobile or 

emergency number to alert relevant authority of a hazard to an automobile system. It also 

uses a GPS module that will sends the location of where the hazard has occurred. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this research work is to design a real-time Automobile Hazard Alert System. If 

this research work is implemented, the following objectives could be achieved.  

 Reduce criminal activities which involves smashing of automobile screens  

 Prevent loss of vehicle and items from fire disaster 

 Prevent lost of life and properties in case of accident 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Hazard can come in different forms at different location either at home, school and offices, 

on the road, parking lot. It can result to temporary or permanent damage. When hazard 

occurs, the best we can do is to give immediate response and attention to prevent it from 

escalating or reduces damage.  Accident on the road is a key example of a road hazard which 

when it occurs people tend to lose their lives to it because they couldn’t get immediate 

attention and care. If this project is achieved it will help to prevent this by sending hazard 

alert and location of the hazard to relevant authorities for quick response. Another case can be 

seen when criminals attempt to steal properties in a car, they do this by smashing the car’s 

screen and sorts, but with an alert system  in that vehicle the criminal activities could be 

deter.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Automobile Hazard  

An automobile hazard is a situation that poses a level of threat to life, health, or environment. 

Most hazards are dormant or potential, with only a theoretical risk of harm; however, once a 

hazard becomes active, it can emergency. A hazardous situation that has come to pass is 

called an incident. Hazard and possibility interact to create risk. (Zalatynskyi, 2013).Hazard 

are sometimes classified into three categories namely; Dormant- the situation presents a 

potential hazard, but no people, property, or environment is currently affected; Armed-

people, property, or environment is in potential harm’s way; Active-a harmful incident 

involving the hazard has actually occurred. Often this is referred to not as an active hazard 

but as an accident, emergency or disaster. (David, 2006) 

 

Rash Driving Detector 
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Rash driving can leads to automobile hazard. Rash driving is driving with a willful or wanton 

disregard for safety or the operation of a vehicle in which you show a willful disregard of 

consequences. When one is cited for reckless driving, they often show a disregard for rules of 

the road and may or may not cause an accident or property damage,. Certain act 

automatically is regarded as rash driving and these act include: Driving over the posted speed 

limit; Racing another vehicle; Trying to elude a police officer; on a two-lane highway, 

passing another vehicle when visibility of oncoming traffic is limited Thomson (2015). There 

are different ways of detecting rash driving and they include: Reckless Driving Detection 

System. This device system detects driving behaviors of automobile using a 2-axis 

accelerometer. The system can identify four events: take off, brake, turn left and turn right 

using a rule-based method. Then, the system gives scores to the behaviors detected by fuzzy 

logic rules. The system verification is done by 11 volunteers who keep track of driving events 

and scores according to their feeling. The scores from three volunteers are averaged and 

compared with that from the system. Boonmee and Tangamchit (2009).Automotive Safety 

Enhancing System, this is a safety system for automotive vehicles to automatically detect and 

monitor various movement of a driven vehicle and automatically communicate such 

movements to others and to the police. Among others, the system detects violations of the 

traffic las, including speeding, running stop signed, aggressive driving, tail gating and others. 

It also detects turns, lane changes, u turns, accelerations, decelerations, proximity to others 

vehicle, slow driving, weaving from lane to lane and others. Where a pattern of vehicle 

movements demonstrate aggressive driving of the vehicle a waning is given to other vehicles. 

The detected movements may be recorded and/or transmitted by wireless to the police to 

enforce penalties against traffic violation. Warning and other communications may be 

provided inside of the monitored vehicle to remind the driver and discourage fixture improper 

conducts and to assist impaired drivers that may lose concentration or hand-eye coordination 

in control of the vehicle. The exterior communication to others may include flashing lights, 

horn, sounding sirens, and others. The interior communication to monitor vehicles driver may 

be by a visual display, audible announcement or other (Alfred, 2002). 

 

Auto Dialers 

An auto dialer is a device suitable for use as a smart card capable of being acoustically 

coupled to a telephone and being reprogrammed in response to acoustic signals. The 

programming and other features of the auto dialer can be enable or disabled by the auto-dialer 
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in response to prosecuted signals, e.g., a string of DTMF tones. Encryption of calling card 

and other data into destination telephone numbers is achieved by selectively altering 

persecuted characteristics of a DTMF tone sequence, such as the duration of tones, the period 

of silence between tones and the twist between Lo-band and Hi-band tones of DTMF tone 

pairs in a DTMF tone sequence representing a telephone number. The encryption of data into 

the telephone number does not affect the ability of standard telephone switching circuitry to 

recognize the destination number. Andrew, (1998). There are various types of auto dialer:  

Smart Auto Dialer:A Smart Auto dialer is an auto dialer capable of personalizing messages 

and collecting touch tone or speech feedbacks. A speech engine is usually included for 

converting text to speech and recognizing speech over the phone. To customize or 

personalize messages, a smart auto dialer system uses message template, which contains 

variables that can be replaced later by actual values. For example, a time variable included in 

the message template can be replaced by the actual time when a phone call is made (Stephen, 

1993); Semi-AutomaticDialer:A semi-automatic dialer is a human controlled dialer. All 

actions, such as dialing, playing audio message, recording, are initiated by human, normally 

by the press of a key. It is a productivity tool for telemarketing agents. The first semi-

automatic dialer was offered on the commercial market in 1942. It was manually operated 

and came in two models; one that stored 12 numbers and a second which could store up to 52 

numbers (Howard and Robert 2003). Telemarketing Dialer: An enterprise grade dialer must 

provide two key features. First, it must be capable of making large number of simultaneous 

phone calls; and second, it must provide an application programming interface (API) for 

system integration, almost all enterprise grade auto dialers employ computer networking 

technology, since voice boards have fixed number of ports and cannot be scaled up. Some 

advanced enterprise dialers are distributed dialers, i.e., independent dialers that are linked 

together through the Internet and controlled by a call dispatching program. With distributed 

computing, there is virtually no limit on scalability. All distributed dialers, by definition, can 

be accessed remotely. (Miller,2004).Natural Predictive Dialer:Natural Predictive 

Dialing allows for the benefits of all of the above dialing modes. With natural predictive you 

have the Call Progress Analysis (CPA) occurring in parallel with the agent connection, as 

opposed to the agent being connected after the CPA has determined that a live person is on 

the phone (Caputo, 2013). 

 

Sensors 
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A sensor is an object whose purpose is to detect event or changes in its environment, and then 

provide a corresponding output. A sensor is a type of transducer; sensor may provide various 

types of output but typically use electrical or optical signals sensor are used in everyday 

object. A sensor’s sensitivity indicates how much the sensor’s output changes when the input 

quantity being measured changes (Bennett, 1933). Types of sensor include: Remote 

Acceleration Sensor: The RAS can be mounted on B, C or D pillars for crash-impact sensing. 

It can also be mounted on the front bumper for crush zone sensing applications. The sensors 

have an accelerometer range of 50 to 500 g, and work with DSI and Meras communication 

protocols. The DSI sensors can be networked with up to three sensors per channel to reduce 

costs (Karl and Kail 1999).Remote Pressure Sensor: The remote pressure sensor improves 

side-impact performance for localized impacts. When used in conjunction with acceleration-

based sensors, the remote pressure sensor offers airbag activation reliability. Like the remote 

acceleration sensor, this sensor uses DSI and Meras communication principles; it also offers a 

wet or dry mounting option (John and Amandus 1985). 

 

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

In this research work, we gathered data on the various components of the proposed 

system. The results of data collected are presented in this report. The hardware requirement 

for design and implementation of the proposed system are: Power supply; GSM Unit; 

Microcontroller Unit; GPS Unit; and Crash Sensing unit. Figure 1, give the proposed system 

architecture and data flow for the proposed system. 
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Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture 

The proposed system is made up of: auto dialer which automatically dial a contact save on 

the microcontroller memory and send a short message (SMS) message to notify the relevant 

authority of a hazard and place of hazard. The circuitry of the proposed system is for 

interconnectivity of the GSM module, a GPS module and a Microcontroller is shown in 

figure 2. The transmit pin of the GPS module is connected to the Normally open pin (NO) of 

a relay, while the transmit pin of the GSM module is connected to the normally close pin of 

the relay (NC), the common of the relay is connected to the receive pin (RX) of the MCU and 

since the common of a relay rest on the NC when at rest, so by default the GSM module 

communicates directly with the MCU, while the GPS module communicates with MCU on 

request. When a signal is received from the crash sensor, the MCU through the GSM module 

activates the relay to switch control to the GPS requesting for location details and later sends 

a message to the contact after first dialing the contact number. 

 

 

Figure 2: Circuit Diagram of the proposed system 

 

CONCUSSION 

It is an obvious fact that criminal automobile hazard is of increase in our society due to rises 

in demands for automobiles vehicles. Concerted efforts must be put in place to prevent or 
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deter auto hazard or if eventually occur to save life and properties. In this paper, we present a 

Conceptual Framework for Design of Multiple Sensors Microcontroller–Based Automobile 

Hazard Alert System. The use of this medium will enhances quick responses to an 

automobile hazard through via sending of information to salvages team. Hence save life and 

properties or reduces the negative effects of the hazard.. 
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